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It's eternal until the day when I meet again.
The smiling face and the favorite phrase.
Because it's hoped that I want you not to disappear
completely.
Let's go everybody say CHERRY TIME which starts now
Here, much, I approach, NEW flavor Wo... Play.
The slope where a cherry tree blooms All the while.
C H, E, R R and the hand which runs up Y and falls I
should protect The miracle which isn't seen yet.
I shall grant sometime.
The morning when March cleared up You who chafe a
sleepiness eye.
It could be branded in wet memory.
Because it's at saying good-bye.
One year before is greenery.
I shook with a wind.
Now is us who start a trip.
The celebrated cherry tree weather Please pass time.
Tomorrow when I get away far.
I like it much all the while and have a pain.
It's eternal until the day when I meet again.
The smiling face and the favorite phrase.
Because I want you not to disappear completely.
Spring breeze LOVER SONG The encounter and the
separation you told Because I waved my hand, and it
could be the sunset hard.
Easy word Thank you very much, for?
I'm embarrassed, even if I bear Please load this style of
the bumpkin who could go along which should be told
down.
Go way! Yo way! 
I don't look back.
The way one has decided.
Please step firmly on one step of one step.
I look at that sky.
The accelerated speed?
I want to be held at no one.
Important thing Win against yourself.
Even if I cry, wouldn't you like?
I advance while also shedding tears at dark night.
You're always sung during time.
All grief Even if it's bumped against this song, wouldn't
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you like?
Immediateness is being opened with that.
Clean word I never need the letter lined up.
Played heart Love is being told.
The word from which the time of parting has spilled It's
believed all the while.
Even if I won't cry.
It had been decided so.
Ordinary words.
If it's called by you, I'm happy.
It's being chased.
Stairs tomorrow which isn't seen yet.
Until the day when I meet again.
In eternity The smiling face and the favorite phrase.
Because I want you not to disappear completely.
All grief (I sing.) Please laugh near the lost smiling
face.
Because I'm not afraid and cut everything.
These sweat as well as BEAT and scratch I'd be born in
a heart.
Spring breeze LOVER SONG I'll wave my hand by the
best smiling face.
The miracle on which I embark Because it's hoped that
it materializes.
I also say good-bye with the tear you dyed pink.
Please give the thought that time is cut a ride.
It can bloom right now and is to that sky.
A cherry tree A flavor Forever Hurray.
A cherry tree A flake Forever Hurray.
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